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OF BANACH SPACES

J. A. JARAMILLO

(Communicated by Irwin Kra)

Abstract. It is shown that, in contrast to the complex case, every paracom-

pact finite-dimensional real-analytic manifold can be embedded as a bounded

and closed real-analytic submanifold of every infinite-dimensional real Banach

space.

■

In [1], Aurich considered the question of which complex manifolds X can

be realized as bounded and closed analytic submanifolds of a complex Banach

space E. He studied the special case where X is isomorphic to the open unit

disk D of C, obtaining that in some cases (when E contains c0 or L /H0)

E has a bounded and closed analytic submanifold isomorphic to D, while

in other cases (when E has the analytic Radon-Nikodym property (aRNP))

then there is no bounded and closed analytic submanifold of E isomorphic

to D . (Recall that E has the aRNP if every bounded holomorphic mapping

<p: D —> E admits almost everywhere radial boundary values. See [2] as a

reference about this property.)

In this note we are concerned with the analogous question for the real case,

and we will see that the situation is quite different from the complex case.

Before we state our main result, let us recall that a mapping is said to be proper

if the inverse image of each compact subset is compact.

Theorem. If E is an infinite-dimensional real Banach space and N is a natural

number, then there exists a map ip : R   —► E such that

(i)  ip is real-analytic, proper and one-to-one,

(ii)  i//(R  ) is closed and bounded, and

(iii) the differential (Dy/)(x) has rank N at every x in R   .

Proof. Let U = {(z,.zN)eCN: |Im(zJ| < \ , Vn = 1, ... ,N}, and let
Ec be the complexification of E. Now we consider a normalized basic sequence

in E (see e.g. [4, Th. l.a.5.]), arranged as {a"m: n = 1 , ... ,N;m e Z}. For
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each z - (z zN) e U, each n N, and each m e Z, we denote

<p"m(z) = (1 + (m - zn) )      and then we define the map <p: U -* Ec by

N

meZ n=I

Note that for each z = (z, , ... , z^) g £/, and each » = 1, ... , N, if we select

Mn e N such that Afn < |Re(zn)| < Afn + 1 , we have that

N N
n2.EEii^Oi^EEi^o + ̂ -^nr

mEZn=l n=l m€Z

A7

^E
l <M„   N

+ (M„-|m|r
|m|<A/„

+ (\m\-M-iy
\m\>M„

< 4(2+ n ¡6)N;

therefore the series in the definition of tp is absolutely convergent. We consider

the restriction \p = tp\RN , which takes its values in E, and we are going to see

that tp : R   —► E has the required properties:

(i) In order to verify that \p is real-analytic, it is sufficient to show that tp is

analytic, and this follows from the fact that the series defining tp is uniformly

convergent on each compact subset of U : indeed, given R > 0 and e > 0,

there exists M e N  (M> R) such that, for each z eU with |Re(z)| < R ,

s eo+^-z,,)2)-1*:
\m\>M n=\ |m|>A/ n=l

m *v < e.

Now we prove that \p is a proper map, that is, the inverse image of each

compact subset of E is compact in R .It is sufficient to show that for every

unbounded sequence (r1)      c R   , the sequence (y/(xJ))j€N is not convergent

in E. Now suppose (xJ)jeN is a sequence in R^ suchthat (|x^|) gN tends to

-f-co for some n0 e {1 , ... , N}, but (<p(xJ)) £N is convergent, say to v e E.

We consider the biorthogonal functionals {n"m: n = I , ... ,N;m e Z} c E*

associated to the basic sequence  {a"m : n = 1.N ;m e Z}; there exists

L > 0 such that ||7r^|| < L, for each n = 1 , ... , N and each m e Z (see

e.g. [4, Lb.]). For every j ç. N, let my e Z be such that \m. - xJno\ < 1 ;

then \n"° ($6»(¿r)-t>)| < LH^Cx7)-^!, and both sequences are convergent to 0.

But for each meZ, ((1 + (m - ^)2)-1)7€N = (»^(^(V)));€N converges to

7t^°(t;), and therefore K%(v) = 0; hence for each ;eN, |tt^(^(jc7) - u)| =

^°.((/(xJ)) = (1 + (w • - x¿) )~  > |, and this is a contradiction.
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Finally, \p is one-to-one for, if x , y € R with x/y, then xn / yn for

some n = I , ... ,N, and Wmix) = Vmiy) i°r at most one m G Z.

(ii) Since y/ is proper, it follows that ^(R ) is closed in E. On the other

hand, y/(R ) is bounded: in fact, as we have seen before, for every x €

RN:\\y,(x)\\<4(2 + n2/6)N.

(iii) Let x e R be, and let Dip(x) be the differential of \p at x. We

denote the standard basis of RN by {e{, ... , eN), and we are going to see that

the vectors {D<p(x)(el).Dip(x)(eN)} are linearly independent. Since the

series defining tp is uniformly convergent on compact subsets of U, we have

that for each n = 1.N, Dxp(x)(en) = EmeZ2(m-xJ(l + (m-xn)2)-2< ;

therefore if ¡£¿„1 XnDy/(x)(en) = 0, then Xn(m-xn) = 0 for every meZ and

every n = 1 , ... , N, and hence kn = 0 for every n = I , ... ,N.

If X is a real-analytic manifold and £ is a real Banach space, we say that

a real-analytic map ip: X -* E is an embedding when <p(X) is a closed real-

analytic submanifold of E and \p: X —► y(X) is bi-real-analytic.

Corollary. Lei X be a paracompact finite-dimensional real-analytic manifold

and let E be an infinite-dimensional real Banach space. Then there exists a

bounded real-analytic embedding of X into E.

Proof. By a classical result due to Grauert [3], there exists a real-analytic em-

bedding of X into R^, for some N € N, and it follows from the Theorem

that there exists a bounded real-analytic embedding of R^ into E.
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